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Disclaimer
The information found on the Funny Money (FNY) website is for entertainment and community engagement purposes. 

We do not provide financial, investment, or trading advice of any sort. 

We neither endorse nor discourage the purchase, sale, or holding of any cryptocurrency. 

We strongly urge you to conduct your research and seek advice from a financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

When you acquire Funny Money (FNY) tokens, please be aware that you are not acquiring a security or investment. 

You accept full responsibility for any losses or tax implications that may arise from your actions. Our team offers the token "as is" without 
any obligation to provide support or services.

Funny Money (FNY) is primarily a community-driven token designed for humor and social networking purposes. 

It is not a registered digital currency. We advise individuals in regions with cryptocurrency restrictions to refrain from purchasing FNY, as 
we cannot guarantee compliance with your local regulations.

Always ensure that your actions align with your local laws and regulations before making any purchases.



About Us

At Funny Money, we're here to redefine the world of cryptocurrency 
with a touch of humor. 
Our project is all about jokes and community engagement. 

We believe that laughter is not only the best medicine, but it's also a 
great way to connect with people. 
FNY is designed to bring people together through laughter, jokes, and a 
shared sense of humor.
 Join us as we create a fun and engaging space in the crypto world. 



Our Focus
At Funny Money, we create a vibrant community around humor 
and cryptocurrency. 
FNY is a hub for jokes, laughter, and engaging discussions. We 
offer a unique blend of humor, entertainment, and 
cryptocurrency, providing an environment where people can 
come together, share a laugh, and explore the world of digital 
assets with a smile.

P2E $FNY: Where Fun Meets Earnings! 😊
Play & Earn: Enjoy games that reward you with $FNY tokens as you play.
Community Thrills: Join a lively community of gamers and crypto enthusiasts.
Start earning with Funny Money today!



Token Insight
FNY token's strategic distribution makes Funny Money a standout project!

Ticker: FMY
Name: Funny Money
Total supply:  1,111,111,111,111,111 FNY 
Network:  Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) 
Contract:  0x16A042f785BADa1548773F52aE32743E86b0fA13

Funny Money is a project designed for entertainment and community engagement. The FNY token has utility within our 
ecosystem but should not be considered as a traditional investment. The humor and content provided are for 
entertainment purposes, and we do not provide financial or investment advice. Always ensure compliance with local 
regulations, and participate in Funny Money with a sense of humor and lightheartedness.



FNY Structure



Roadmap




